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Abstract—This paper shows that for any random variables X
and Y , it is possible to represent Y as a function of (X, Z) such
that Z is independent of X and I(X; Z|Y ) ≤ log(I(X; Y )+1)+4 .
We use this strong functional representation lemma (SFRL) to
establish a tighter bound on the rate needed for one-shot exact
channel simulation than was previously established by Harsha et.
al., and to establish achievability results for one-shot variablelength lossy source coding and multiple description coding. We
also show that the SFRL can be used to reduce the channel
with state noncausally known at the encoder to a point-topoint channel, which provides a simple achievability proof of
the Gelfand-Pinsker theorem. Finally we present an example in
which the SFRL inequality is tight to within 5 bits.
Index Terms—Functional representation lemma, channel simulation, one-shot achievability, lossy source coding, channel with
state.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The functional representation lemma [1, p. 626] states that
for any random variables X and Y , there exists a random
variable Z independent of X such that Y can be represented
as a function of X and Z. This result has been used to establish several results in network information theory beginning
with the early work of Hajek and Pursley on the broadcast
channel [2] and Willems and van der Meulen on the multiple
access channel with cribbing encoders [3]. In this paper, we
strengthen this result by showing that for any X and Y , there
exists a Z independent of X such that Y is a function of X
and Z, and
I(X; Z |Y ) ≤ log(I(X; Y ) + 1) + 4.
We can use this strong functional representation lemma
(SFRL) together with an optimal prefix code such as Huffman
code to establish one-shot, variable-length coding results for
channel simulation [4], Shannon’s lossy source coding [5],
multiple description coding [6], [7] and lossy Gray–Wyner
system [8] (which is discussed in [9] for space limitation). We
then show how the SFRL can be used to reduce the channel
with state known at the encoder to a point-to-point channel,
providing a simple proof to the Gelfand-Pinsker theorem [10].
The asymptotic block coding counterparts of these one-shot
results can be readily obtained by converting the variablelength code into a block code and incurring an error probability
that vanishes as block length approaches infinity.
A weaker form of the SFRL for discrete random variables
can be obtained using the result by Harsha et. al. [4] on
the one-shot exact channel simulation with unlimited common

randomness. Assuming the input X has a given pmf, then [4]
implies that I(X; Z|Y ) ≤ (1 + ϵ) log(I(X; Y ) + 1) + cϵ
is achievable, where ϵ > 0 and cϵ is a function of ϵ.
SFRL strengthens this result in two way; first it provides a
tighter bound, and second it generalizes the bound to random
variables with arbitrary distributions. This is obtained via a
new proof that uses a construction we refer to as the Poisson
functional representation instead of using rejection sampling
as in [4]. Perhaps more importantly, we are the first to show
that the result in [4] can be considered as a strengthened
functional representation lemma, which led us to explore
applications in source and channel coding.
One-shot achievability results using fixed length (random)
coding have been recently established for lossy source coding
and several setting in network information theory. In [11],
Liu, Cuff and Verdú established a one-shot achievability result
for lossy source coding using channel resolvability. One-shot
quantum lossy source coding settings were investigated by
Datta et. al. [12]. In [13], Verdú introduced non-asymptotic
packing and covering lemmas and used them to establish
one-shot achievability results for several settings including
Gelfand-Pinsker. In [14], Liu, Cuff and Verdú proved a oneshot mutual covering lemma and used it to establish a oneshot achievability result for the broadcast channel. In [15],
Watanabe, Kuzuoka and Tan established several one-shot
achievability results for coding with side-information (including Gelfand-Pinsker). In [16], Yassaee, Aref and Gohari
established several one-shot achievability results, including
Gelfand-Pinsker and multiple description coding. Most of
these results are stated in terms of information density and
various other quantities. In contrast, our one-shot achievability
results using variable-length codes are all stated in terms only
of mutual information. Moreover, given the SFRL, our proofs
are generally simpler.
Several variable-length lossy source coding settings have
been previously studied, e.g., see [17], [18], [19], [20]. Some
of these works concern the universal setting in which the
distribution of the source is unknown, hence the use of
variable-length codes is justified. In contrast, the reason we
consider variable-length code in this paper is that it allows us
to give one-shot results that subsume their asymptotic fixedlength counterparts.
The omitted proofs and derivations can be found in [9].
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Notation
We assume log is base 2 and the entropy H is in bits. We
write Xab = (Xa , . . . , Xb ), X n = X1n and [a : b] = [a, b] ∩ Z.
For discrete X, we write the probability mass function
as pX . For continuous X, we write the probability density
function as fX . For general random variable X, we write the
probability measure (push-forward measure by X) as PX .
II. S TRONG F UNCTIONAL R EPRESENTATION L EMMA
The main result in this paper is given in the following.
Theorem 1 (Strong functional representation lemma). For any
pair of random variables (X, Y ) ∼ PXY with I(X; Y ) < ∞,
there exists a random variable Z independent of X such that
Y can be expressed as a function g(X, Z) of X and Z, and
I(X; Z |Y ) ≤ log(I(X; Y ) + 1) + 4.

Moreover, if X and Y are discrete with cardinalities |X | and
|Y|, respectively, then |Z| ≤ |X |(|Y| −1) + 2.

Note that SFRL can be applied conditionally; given PXY |U ,
we can represent Y as a function g(X, Z, U ) such that Z is
independent of (X, U ) and
I(X; Z |Y, U ) ≤ log (I(X; Y |U ) + 1) + 4.

The reason we can have a Z independent of U is that by
the functional representation lemma, we can represent Z as a
function of U and Z̃ such that Z̃ is independent of U and use
Z̃ instead of Z.
Note that SFRL applies to general distributions PXY . Although H(Y ) may be infinite, the cardinality of Y conditioned
on Z can still be countable and H(Y |Z) can be finite. Note
that Z ⊥⊥ X and H(Y |X, Z) = 0 imply that I(X; Z|Y ) =
H(Y |Z) −I(X; Y ). Hence the SFRL implies the existence of
Z ⊥⊥ X such that H(Y |Z) is close to I(X; Y ). For simplicity
of presentation, we first prove the SFRL for discrete Y .
First consider the following construction of Z and the
function g which we use in the proof of the SFRL for discrete
Y.
Definition 1 (Exponential functional representation). Let X
and Y be random variables, where Y ∈ {1, . . . , |Y|} and |Y|
is finite or countably infinite. The exponential functional representation of Y given X is defined as Y = gX→Y (X, Z |Y| ),
where Z |Y| is a sequence of i.i.d. Exp(1) random variables
independent of X, and
zy
gX→Y (x, z |Y| ) = arg min
.
y∈Y pY |X (y|x)

Since the arg min of independent exponential random variables with different rates has a pmf proportional to the rates,
we have gX→Y (x, Z |Y| ) ∼ pY |X (·|x).
We now proceed to prove Theorem 1 for discrete Y by
showing that the exponential functional representation satisfies
the constraints.
Proof: Let Φy = Zy /pY (y),
Θ = inf
y

Zy
,
pY |X (y|X)

and K be the index of ΦY in {Φy }y∈Y sorted in ascending order (hence |{y : Φy < ΦY }| = K − 1 with probability 1). Since Y is a function of Z |Y| and K, we have
H(Y |Z |Y| ) ≤ H(K). We now proceed to bound H(K). Let
p
(y|x)
. Since Θ|{X = x, Y = y} ∼ Exp(1),
r(x, y) = Yp|X
Y (y)
E [log K |X = x]
!
pY |X (y|x)E [log K | X = x, Y = y]
=
y

=

!

p(y|x)

ˆ

∞

0

y
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Hence

E [log K |X = x]
ˆ ∞
!
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y: r(x,y)≥ 1

!
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y: r(x,y)<1

!

p(y|x) (log r(x, y)+1) +

y: r(x,y)≥ 1

!

'

!

p(y|x)

y: r(x,y)<1

'

p(y|x) log r(x, y) + 1

y: r(x,y)≥ 1

= D(pY |X (·|x)∥ pY ) −

!

p(y|x) log r(x, y) + 1

y: r(x,y)<1

≤ D(pY |X (·|x)∥ pY ) + e−1 log e + 1,

where the last inequality follows from Appendix A in [4].
Therefore E [log K] ≤ I(X; Y ) + e−1 log e + 1. By the
maximum entropy distribution subject to a given E [log K],
H(K) ≤ E [log K] + log (E [log K] + 1) + 1.
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Hence
−1

H(K) ≤ I(X; Y ) + e log e + 2
2
1
+ log I(X; Y ) + e−1 log e + 2
< I(X; Y ) + log (I(X; Y ) + 1) + 4.
To prove the cardinality bound, first note that if |X |, |Y| are
|X |
can be assumed to be finite since
finite, then |Z| ≤ |Y|
it is the number of different functions x ,→ gX→Y (x, z)
for different z. To further reduce the cardinality, we apply
Carathéodory’s theorem on the (|X |(|Y| −1) + 1)-dimensional
vectors with entries H(Y |Z = z) and p(x, y|z) for x ∈
{1, . . . , |X |}, y ∈ {1, . . . , |Y| −1}; see [21], [22].

Remark 1. To extend the proof of Theorem 1 to arbitrary
random variables, we use the following Poisson functional
representation. Let 0 ≤ T1 ≤ T2 ≤ · · · be a Poisson point
process with rate 1 (i.e., the increments Ti −Ti−1 are i.i.d.
Exp(1) for i = 1, 2, . . . with T0 = 0), and Ỹ1 , Ỹ2 , . . . be i.i.d.
with Ỹ1 ∼ PY . Take Z = {(Ti , Ỹi )}i=1 ,2 ,... , i.e., a marked
Poisson point process. Define
#
'
d PY
gX→Y (x, {(ti , ỹi )}) = ỹ arg min ti ·
(ỹi ) ,
d PY |X (·|x)
i
where we write ỹ(k) = ỹk for readability. Theorem 1 continues to hold for Poisson functional representation; see [9] for
the proof.

A natural question to ask is whether the SFRL is tight
for some X, Y , and whether the log term is necessary. The
following proposition shows that there exists a sequence of
(X, Y ) for which SFRL is tight within 5 bits. The proof of
this proposition can be found in [9].
Proposition 1. For every α ≥
such that I(X; Y ) ≥ α and
inf

Z: Z⊥
⊥X, H(Y |X,Z)=0

0, there exists discrete X, Y

I(X; Z |Y ) ≥

log(I(X; Y ) + 1) −1.

III. O NE - SHOT C HANNEL S IMULATION
Channel simulation aims to find the minimum amount of
communication over a noiseless channel needed to simulate
a memoryless channel PY |X . Several settings of this problem
have been studied, e.g., see [23], [24], [25]. Consider the oneshot channel simulation with unlimited common randomness
setup [4] in which Alice and Bob share unlimited common
randomness W . Alice observes X ∼ PX and sends a prefixfree description M to Bob such that Bob can generate Y (from
M and W ) according to a prescribed conditional distribution
PY |X . The problem is to find the minimum expected description length of M , E [L(M )], needed. It is straightforward to
show that E [L(M )] ≥ I(X; Y ). In [4], it is shown that for X
and Y discrete, the following is achievable:
E [L(M )] ≤ I(X; Y ) + (1 + ϵ) log(I(X; Y ) + 1) + cϵ ,
where ϵ > 0 and cϵ is a function of ϵ. It is possible to remove
ϵ by using a power-law code instead of a universal code in [4],
though the unspecified constant in [4] appears to be large.

We now show that the SFRL provides a tighter upper bound
on E [L(M )] that applies to arbitrary (not only discrete) memoryless channels. By the SFRL, there exists a Z independent
of X such that Y = gX→Y (X, Z) and
H(Y |Z) ≤ I(X; Y ) + log(I(X; Y ) + 1) + 4.

We use W = Z as the common randomness. Upon observing
X = x, Alice generates Y ∼ PY |X (·|x) and encodes Y using
a Huffman code for the pmf pY |Z (·|Z) into the description M
(Y can be arbitrary but by the SFRL Y |{Z = z} is discrete).
Bob recovers Y from M and Z. The expected length is
E [L(M )] ≤ I(X; Y ) + log(I(X; Y ) + 1) + 5.

Remark 2. In [4], the setting in which X = x is an arbitrary
input (instead of X ∼ pX ) is studied. It is shown that
E [L(M )] ≤ C + (1 + ϵ) log(C + 1) + cϵ

for all x ∈ X is achievable, where C is the capacity of the
channel pY |X and cϵ is a function of ϵ.
The exponential functional representation can still be applied to this setting. If we encode K (defined in the proof
of the SFRL) into M using the optimal prefix-free code
for the power-law distribution q(k) ∝ k −λ , where λ =
1 + 1/(C + e−1 log e + 1), then by the same argument in
the proof of the SFRL, and Claim 3.1 in [4], we can achieve
E [L(M )] ≤ C + log(C + 1) + 5.
IV. L OSSY S OURCE C ODING AND M ULTIPLE
D ESCRIPTION C ODING
We use the SFRL to establish one-shot achievability results
for two source coding settings.
A. Lossy source coding
Consider the following one-shot variable-length lossy
source coding problem. We are given a random variable
(source) X ∈ X with X ∼ PX , a reproduction alphabet Y,
and a distortion function d : X × Y → [0, ∞] (note that X, Y
can be arbitrary, and d(x, y) can be infinite). Given X, the
encoder selects Ỹ ∈ Y and encodes it using a prefix-free
code into M ∈ {0, 1}∗ . The decoder recovers Ỹ from M . Let
R̄ = E[L(M )] be the expected length of the description M
and E[d(X, Ỹ )] be the average distortion of representing X
by Ỹ . An expected length-distortion pair (R̄, D) is achievable
if there exists a variable-length code with expected description
length R̄ such that E[d(X, Ỹ )] ≤ D. In the following we use
the SFRL to establish a set of achievable (R̄, D) pairs.
Theorem 2. A pair (R̄, D) is achievable for the one-shot
variable-length lossy source coding problem with source X ∼
PX , reproduction alphabet Y, and distortion measure d(x, y)
if
R̄ > R(D) + log(R(D) + 1) + 6,
where

R(D) =

inf

PY |X : E[d(X,Y )]≤ D

I(X; Y )

is the (asymptotic) rate-distortion function [5].
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exceed certain level (instead of average distortion) was studied
in [20]. In [26], a result similar to Theorem 2 is given in the
context of epsilon entropy.
The finite blocklength variable-length lossy source coding problem [17] concerns the case in which the source is
where η = log(I(X; Y ) + 1) + 4. Consider the set
memoryless
and average per symbol distortion d(xn , y n ) =
3
A = {(H(gX→Y (X, z)), EX [d(X, gX→Y (X, z))]) : z ∈ Z} . (1/n) i d(xi , yi ). In [27] it is shown that the expected
per symbol description length R̄/n = R(D) + (1 +
Since (H(gX→Y (X, Z)|Z), E [d(X, Y )]) is a weighted aver- o(1))(1/n) log n is achievable via d-semifaithful codes [28]
age of the points in A, it is in the convex hull of A. By with d(X n , Ỹ n ) ≤ D surely. Applying Theorem 2 to X n ,
Carathéodory’s theorem, there exists z0 , z1 and λ ∈ [0, 1] with
R̄/n = R(D) + (1/n)(log(nR(D) + 1) + 6)
(1 −λ)H(gX→Y (X, z0 )) + λH(gX→Y (X, z1 ))
= R(D) + (1 + o(1))(1/n) log n.
≤ H(gX→Y (X, Z)|Z) ≤ I(X; Y ) + η,
(1 −λ)EX [d(X, gX→Y (X, z0 ))]+λEX [d(X, gX→Y (X, z1 ))] Hence we achieve the same redundancy as [27] albeit under
the expected distortion constraint instead of the stronger sure
≤ E [d(X, Y )] .
distortion constraint using the d-semifaithful codes.
Note that to satisfy the above inequalities, we need one
We can use Theorem 2 to establish the achievability of
point less than stated in Carathéodory’s theorem. Take Q ∼ Shannon’s (asymptotic) lossy source coding theorem [5], asBern(λ), Ỹ = gX→Y (X, zQ ). Then
suming there exists a symbol y0 ∈ Y with finite d(x, y0 ) for
all x. First note that the redundancy (1 + o(1))(1/n) log n in
H(Ỹ ) ≤ H(Ỹ |Q) + 1 ≤ I(X; Y ) + η + 1.
the finite block length extension can be made arbitrarily small,
We use a Huffman code to encode Ỹ and obtain an expected hence R̄/n can be made arbitrarily close to R(D). Now we
length R̄ ≤ H(Ỹ ) + 1. The result follows by letting ϵ → 0. use the finite block length scheme over l blocks of n source
symbols each of length n (for a total block length of nl).
Although the above achievability proof does not use random By the law of large numbers, the probability that the total
coding, it can be interpreted as using the following soft random description length is greater than nl(R(D) + ϵ) tends to 0 as
coding scheme (for discrete Y ).
l → ∞. Hence, we can construct a fixed length code out of the
Soft codebook generation. The random variable Z pro- variable-length code by simply discarding descriptions longer
duced by the SFRL in the proof of Theorem 2 rep- than nl(R(D) + ϵ) and assigning the reconstruction sequence
resents the choice of the codebook. We select a “soft (y0 , . . . , y0 ) to the discarded descriptions.
codebook” by fixing Z |Y| = z |Y| . Unlike conventional
codebook C ⊆ Y in which each y can either be in C B. Multiple Description Coding
In this section, we use the SFRL to establish a oneor not, a soft codebook z |Y| assigns to each y a weight
shot
inner bound for the variable-length multiple description
wy = pY (y)/zy , which indicates the likelihood that y is
coding
problem, which yields an alternative proof of the El
used.
Gamal-Cover
inner bound [6] and the Zhang-Berger inner
Encoding. The encoder observes x and finds
bound
[7],
[29]
in the asymptotic regime. The encoder obpY |X (y|x)
serves X ∼ PX and produces two prefix-free descriptions
ỹ = arg max wy ·
.
y
pY (y)
M1 , M2 ∈ {0, 1}∗ . Decoder i observes Mi and generates Ỹi
It then finds k, the index of wỹ in {wy }y∈Y sorted in with distortion di (X, Ỹi ) (i = 1, 2). Decoder 0 observes M1
descending order, and encodes k using an optimal prefix- and M2 and produces Ỹ0 with distortion d0 (X, Ỹ0 ). A tuple
free code for the power-law distribution q(k) ∝ k −λ , (R̄1 , R̄2 , D0 , D1 , D2 ) is said to be achievable if there exists a
where λ = 1 + 1/(I(X; Y ) + e−1 log e + 1). This is anal- scheme with E[L(Mi )] ≤ R̄i and E[di (X, Ỹi )] ≤ Di .
ogous to the case in conventional codebook generation in
which we find the closest ỹ ∈ C to x and encodes it into Theorem 3. The tuple (R̄1 , R̄2 , D0 , D1 , D2 ) is achievable if
its index in C. Here we use a prefix-free code over the
R̄i ≥ I(X; Yi , U ) + 2η for i = 1, 2,
positive integers to encode the index into the description
R̄1 + R̄2 ≥ I(X; Y0 , Y1 , Y2 |U )+2I(X; U )+I(Y1 ; Y2 |U )+5η,
m because the number of possible codewords ỹ (which
Di ≥ E[di (X, Yi )] for i = 0, 1, 2
is typically the entire Y) is large, but those with large w
Proof: Let Y be the random variable that attains
E[d(X, Y )] ≤ D and I(X; Y ) ≤ R(D) + ϵ. By SFRL, there
exists Z independent of X such that Y = gX→Y (X, Z) and
H(gX→Y (X, Z)|Z) ≤ I(X; Y ) + η,

y

are more likely to be used so they are assigned shorter
descriptions.
Decoding. The decoder receives m, recovers k, then finds
ỹ at the index k in {wy }y∈Y sorted in descending order.

A related one-shot variable-length lossy source coding setting with a constraint on the probability that the distortion

for some PU,Y0 ,Y1 ,Y2 |X , where
2
1
η = log I(X; Y0 , Y1 , Y2 , U ) + I(Y1 ; Y2 |U ) + 1 + 7.

The proof can be found in [9]. Note that the only difference
between the above region and Zhang-Berger inner bound is the
addition of η, which grows like log n if we consider X n .
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V. ACHIEVABILITY OF G ELFAND –P INSKER
In this section, we use the SFRL to prove the achievability
part of the Gelfand-Pinsker theorem [10] for discrete memoryless channels with discrete memoryless state pS pY |X,S ,
where the state is noncausally available at the encoder. The
asymptotic capacity of this setting is
CGP = max (I(U ; Y ) −I(U ; S)) .
pU |S , x(u,s)

We show the achievability of any rate below CGP directly
by using the SFRL to reduce the channel to a point-to-point
memoryless channel. Fix pU |S and x(u, s) that attain the
capacity. Applying the SFRL to S, U , there exists a random
variable V ⊥⊥ S such that
H(U |V ) ≤ I(U ; S) + log(I(U ; S) + 1) + 4.
Note that
I(V ; Y ) = I(U ; Y ) −I(U ; Y |V ) + I(V ; Y |U )
≥ I(U ; Y ) −I(U ; S) −log(I(U ; S) + 1) −4.

Hence we have constructed a memoryless point-to-point chan) −I(U ; S).
nel pY |V with achievable rate close to I(U ; Y4
For n channel uses, let U n |{S n = sn } ∼ i pU |S (ui |si ).
The SFRL applied to S n , U n gives
I(V ; Y n ) ≥

nI(U ; Y ) −nI(U ; S) −log(nI(U ; S) + 1) −4.

Now we use the channel pY n |V l times (for a total block length
of nl). By the channel coding theorem, we can communicate
l(nI(U ; Y )−nI(U ; S)−log(nI(U ; S)+1)−4)−o(l) bits with
error probability that tends to 0 as l → ∞. Letting n → ∞
completes the proof.
In the above proof, we see that the SFRL can be used
to convert a channel with state into a point-to-point channel
by “orthogonalizing” the auxiliary input U and the state S.
The point-to-point channel can be constructed explicitly via
exponential functional representation. This construction can
be useful for designing codes for channels with state based on
codes for point-to-point channels. It is interesting to note that
this reduction makes the achievability proof for the Gelfand–
Pinsker quite similar to that for the causal case in which
the channel is reduced to a point-to-point channel using the
"Shannon strategy” (see [1, p. 176]).
Marton’s inner bound for broadcast channels with private
messages [30] can be proved using the SFRL similarly.
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